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new dorm discipline continues
By Associate Editor Steve Webber
Basic Premise: - Alcohol and illegal drugs are
prohibited on State property.
RA's are legally obligated to control drinking and
drug usage.
Any student who calls attention to himself
through his activities(actions) will be
CONFRONTED.
RA's are required to inform the residence
director of the possession or consumption of illegal
drugs or alcohol.
The residence director and RA will determine the
action necessary to deal with the situation.

This was the content of notice
that all resident assistants
(RA's) received prior to the
announcement of what type of
discipline they would be using
on their respective floors this
year.

VIOLATORS MAY BE REFERRED TO THE
FLOOR FOR ACTION BY FLOOR MEMBERS.
OTHER ALTERNATIVES MAY INCLUDE
REFERRAL TO THE STUDENT PERSONNEL
OFFICE FOR APPROPRIATE FOLLOW-UP.

In a paper published on the
subject of the "New
Discipline", the model was
described thusly:

minimum and the atmosphere
on the floors was of a more open
nature, thus allowing the
resident assistant to work
"The results of a year under within the floor peer structure,
model were quite dramatic. rather than being received as
Students accepted the fact that an outsider.
Though the first portion of the
as members of the floor they
The counselor-advisor rule
notice may appear somewhat
were expected to share more became more enhanced and
restrictive and more
responsibility for floor resident assistants found
demanding, the second part in
direction. The burden of themselves more involved with
truth is closer to what the real
responsibility rested with the day to day student needs."
picture looks like as far as dorm
entire floor rather than solely
According to Marv
discipline is concerned.
with the resident assistant.
Gerhardson, associate dean of
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This new form of control has
assistants saw a shift in their students, "There is no possible
been called many things, "New
responsibilities.
They found way that either drugs or alcohol
Discipline", "New Teaching"
t h e m s e l v e s a s s i s t i n g i n can be totally eliminated on
or "New Philosophy"; but
developing guidelines rather Moorhead State's campus, so
regardless of its title it appears
t h a n
d i r e c t i n g dorm officials, the
to be a much more viable form
administration and the civil
behavior.
of control than the Judicial or Jofficials have come to the
Board.
The resident assistants mutual understanding that
Last year was the first year
helped to facilitate the process control rather than elimination
under the "New Discipline" and
by which each member of the i s t h e m o s t f e a s i b l e
the consensus was that it was floor shared the responsibility of alternative."
far more successful than the
living within those guidelines.
previous years under the JThe need to function as a control
(Cont. on Page 2)
Board.
agent was reduced to a
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enrollment decline halts
future expansion plans
Also, an addition to the Center
for the Arts has been put into
An estimated decline in
jeopardy. President Roland
enrollment of 4 to 5 per cent
Dille said the request for the
(about 250 students) appears to
new facility, which hopefully
have endangered expansion
will double as an arts and
plans of at least two buildings
education building, "might be
on campus and if a trend of
adversly affected by decline in
tapering enrollment continues
enrollment."
next year, problems of a
greater magnitude could
This year's drop in the
develop.
expected number of MSC
A state funding request for
students apparently will not
additional expansion of
create a need to lay off any
Livingston Lord Library has
faculty or staff.
been dropped. The decision
"We have forseen this
was, in part, a direct result of
decrease," Dille explained. "If
the expected dip in number of
it isn't greater than we thought,
students.
BY Editor Steve Bond

Dille: "In order not to face serious
problems, we must have a certainty
of increase in a year from now."

New Center begins
two-year programs
Based on the assumption that
part of one's education should
involve finding a career, the
New Center opens its doors
today for the 103 students who
have enrolled.
Offering a two year course of
study leading to an Associate in
Arts degree, the New Center is
located in Murray Commons.
Students seeking the two year
degree will engage in general
liberal arts courses, hopefully
finding areas of individual
interest. Although still in the
planning stages, the second
year of study will concentrate
on career development in such
areas as business
administration,
home
economics,
marketing,
accounting,
industrial
technology and secretarial
science.
Director David Johnson
emphatically stated the New
Center will not be a vocational
school, bur rather an
educational opportunity fo find
out about oneself through
career exploration and learning
experiences.

With a student to teacher
ratio of 20 to 1, Johnson hopes to
provide an atmosphere that is
relaxed and conducive to the
attention of individual needs
and interests.
He pointed out that the new
program is not a "dumping
ground for dumbells," but will
give the average student a
chance to find out what future
options they have. All New
Center students will be treated
equally with others on campus,
with the same requirements for
housing, financial aids and
paying regular tuition and fees.

we will be alright this year," the
President
maintained.
However, he indicated the
situation may be different in a
year from now and that faculty
and staff conceiveably could be
cut if enrollment was reduced
once again. He quickly added
that an enrollment increase
next year is a "distinct
possibility".
Even though no members of
the faculty or civil servant staff
will be removed this year, the
slackened enrollment has
relaxed the rate of hiring new
personal to fill vacated
positions in both of these bodies.
(Cont. on Page 3)

Courses at the New
Center^, which are fully
accredited by the college, make
for flexibility. A student with a
high school diploma or the equi
valent, can gain admission
to the school and after a year of
general studies education can
advance to a four year degree,
providing his grades are
acceptible.
(Cont. on Page 14)

New Center Staff members from left
to right. Marilyn Lundquist, Peter

Dahl, and Millicent Melhado. Photo
by Terry Lien.
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new discipline
(Cont. from Page 1)
When describing the outline
that discipline will take tor the
coming year, the RA's were
advised to use the example of a
model community in the
presentation.
In this respect theRA
compares each floor to a small
community that is in charge of
its own discipline and
maintenance. They are
responsible for all people on
their floor and all visitors to
their floor.

As Gerhardson said, "The key
word is 'responsibility', a
responsibility toward oneself,
the memberrs of his floor and
the college." He also added that
the higher
degree of
responsibility was reflected in a
reduction of necessary
maintenance, repairs and out
right vandalism, and even more
significant was the larger
number of individuals who were
willing to take responsibility for
damage that did occur.
In Gerhardson's words, the
point that has to be stressed is
that Moorhead State is an
institution of learning with the
purpose of education, and that

Bottling Co.
1901 1st Ave. N. f Moorhead

the goal of education must be
kept in mind when considering
every aspect of college life.

"When this communication
breaks down," Gerhardson
explained, "there are going to
be certain difficulties similar to
the case involving the RA who
was let go last year."

system, but as the year
progressed things began to gel
and the floors were having very
few problems."

Probably most important was
Under the new discipline
the effect that the new
discipline had on the RA's. In there were bound to be hassles,
Theory, the role of the RA is one and there were. Prominent in
of a combination counelor- the minds of many is the trouble
advisor, and due to the new that occurred involving the
policies, the RA has been freed alleged sale of marijuana in one
from his usual role of policeman of the dorms which led to the
and secret agent and is able to release of an RA.
concentrate on the personal
Within the bounds of the new
needs of his floor members.
scheme, it is necessary to
maintain communication as a
" N a t u r a l l y t h e r e w e r e teaching process that would be
questions to begin with," said transmitted from the residence
Gerhardson, "all of the RA's hall directors to the residence
had a little trouble with the new assistants to the residents.

Consequently when little
flare-ups of this nature
happened, emergency sessions
involving the reevaluation of
goals was necessary. Now with
a year of experience behind
them flare ups are expected to
be few and far between,
according toGerhardson.
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It's The Real Thing

Monday-Friday 9:30-9:00
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WEST ACRES

The gear that gets the
second look is fron
de'Lendricies!
"Bruce Cameron"
Sleeveless U-Neck
Sweaters
Sizes S.M.L. XL.

$6

Completely
washable,
100 per cent Orion acrylic
in a variety of solid colors
and fancy designs.

Skinny rib turtleneck
Sizes S.M.L.XL.

$4

Long sleeve style, knit of
100 per cent cotton, in your
choice of 6 solid colors.

Brushed Cord
Slacks
by Farah

12

Flare iegs, patch pockets
fore and aft, wide belt
loops. Great solid colors.
Waist sizes 29 to 38.

open a checking
account with Moorhead
State Bank and receive
50 personalized checks
or a handsome two color
chromatic pen FREE!!

M

We welcome all college students to the F-M area and
invite you to open a new checking account with us. A
$100 balance insures no service charge.
New students will find MSB to be helpful in many
ways. We want to be your full-service friend
throughout your college years.

Moorhead
State Bank
HOLIDAY MALL SHOPPING CENTER
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commission assures equal rights
program will see that
system is brought into
compliance with
requirements of federal
state laws and regulations.

BY DONNA BART
Is there equality for women
and minorities on the Minnesota
college
campuses?

The Commission in evolving

The Human Rights
Compliance
Commission
established by the Minnesota
State College Board has proved
beyond a doubt through its
efforts this summer that there
is equality for all.
To insure that this will
continue, a proposed
affirmative action program was
developed by the Commission
and completed Aug. 28. This

. I .I
- .
si>•
.

its recommendations, worked in
consultation with
the State
Human rights commission, fhe
Compliance division of the
Department of
Health,
and promotion of minorities and
women in state government and
the State College Board
Governing Rules.
•.

§?i
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enrollment
'Cont. from Page 1)
Another dilemma resulting
from dwindling enrollments in
the State Colleges is the
problem of unoccupied
dormatory rooms.
Another dilemma resulting
from dwindling enrollments in
the State Colleges is the
problem of unoccupied
dormitory rooms. At Mankato,
which has the greatest number
of dorm rooms and the lowest
rate of occupancy in fhe State
College System, the State
College Board is considering the
requirement that sophomores,
as well as freshmen, live on
campus.
Dille claimed he did not see
"a real possibility" of that
occuring at MSC because
sizeable increases in the
number of sophmores, juniors
and seniors living in the dorms
-mrreSsed both last year and
this fall. But if the situation did
ever arise, he felt it would be
"fair" to require sophmores to
live on campus.
Dormitory facilities at the
State Colleges are buih through
the sale of bonds. The State of
Minnesota is required by
contract to take whatever steps
necessary in order to repay
them. Dille opposed any action
which would require students
not actually living on campus to
help pay off the bonds.
The slackening of enrollment
at MSC is part of a state, and
national trend. All State
Colleges are expected to have
fewer students on campus this
year, with the exception of
Winona which is expected to
remain stable.
Of the estimated 250 fewer
students expected to enroll at
MSC, Dille pointed out that
nearly 100 would be freshmen
and the rest upper classmen.
The number of transfer
students is not expected to
decrease.
The President cited several
possible explanations for the
smaller enrollment anticipated
this year including a large
graduating class last spring,
less pressure from the draft,
tight economic situations and
the expansion of junior colleges
and vocational schools.
Many other budget related
matters on State College
campuses are affected because
of enrollment reductions. State
funding to the schools is in
direct proportion to the number
of students they possess.
Because of enrollment figures
last
year, the State College
System was forced to conceae
one million dollars which was
allocated to it by the state.

the
full
all
and

Sylvia Maupins, Spearheads the
women's rights committee. Photo by
Tom Tollefson.

College; Jonathan Morgan, St.
Paul attorney who works with
the Pollution Control Agency;
Sylvia Maupins, director of
Educational Opportunities for
Minority students (EOMS) at
MSC and Virginia Richardson
of Minneapolis whose husband
Sam is director of the state
department of human rights.
This mixture of community
and academic members was
thought by the Minnesota State
College Board as being
consistent with the
administrative policies of the
state college chancellor
Theodore Mitau. It also enabled
the Commission to have a good
perspective of the issue.

Executive director of the
commission is
Ellen
Dresselhuis, a former counsel
for Legal Aid and a participant
various women's rights groups.
Included in the Commission's
Pat Davies of Minneapolis, who
w a s i n v o l v e d i n t h e work was a a proposal for a
establishment of Metropolitan support and advisory structure
to include a System-wide
State College is chairperson.
Human Rights Compliance
Commission,
Campus Human
Others on the Commission
include Dr. Robert Cobb, Rights Compliance Commission
faculty member at Mankato; and a staff person to serve as
Kathryn Herring, director of Executive Director for the
minority culture center and a p r o g r a m t o a s s i s t i n
student at St. Cloud Stte implementation of affirmative
action at each level.
Education and Welfare, the
The Commission is now
Governor's directive of May awaiting approval from the
1972 concerning recruitment State College Board.

Strauss to continue senate ambitions
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Student Senate Presidenr
David Strauss has scheduled the opening Senate
meeting next Monday, Sept. 11, beginning at 4:00
p.m. in the Senate Chambers. Strauss was asked to
explain the major Senate goals this year. Below are
his thoughts.)
The mission of student government should be to provide
genuine services for the students. These can be offered either by
creative allocations of student activity fund monies or by the
industrious and often unrewardeing work of trying to implement
programs benficial to students.
Student government work at MSC has resulted in many
excellent proposals to improve the quality of life throughout the
campus community.
The instituting of legal counciling program, voter registration
work, the implementation of MPIRG and ecologically related
projects, the improvement of the intramural program and the
greater availability of campus athletic facilities, though not
costing much, raised the quality of existence on campus.
Creatives expenditures, though limited in many instances by
an administration unresponsive to student creativity, have
resulted in re-establihsing a campu-swide newspaper, and
emergency bail fund, weekend social programming and a new
student orientation program that has possibilities if handled
properly.
The stuedent government during the past year proposed a
number of student consumer protection programs, offering help
with illegal rent increases from landlords, protection from
exhorbitatnt prices of local merchants, and the beginning of a
booklet to rate professional services (especially in the areas of
dentistry and auto repair).
Where the student government perhaps succeeded mightly in
some areas, so too, this same government failed mightily.
The biggest frustration has been the inability to develop a
concrete campus-wide student evaluation of teachers and
courses. The students who make a sizeable investment in
energy, time, and money, have virtually no systematic
investment in the evaluation of their courses and instruction.
Another big disappointment has been the perennial failure to
sustain an effective campus-wide tutorial program. Last year
the senate tutorial proposal was ineptly administered by a
committee and student personnel officers restulting in another
year without meaningful individual tutoring.
The student government has failed to establish equity in
charging student admission fees for various extra-curricular
events. There still exists a wide disparity in the range of prices
for campus events causing and equally incredible disparity in
attendance.

The failure to obtain a reasonable voice for students in tenure
deicisions is not due to a lack of student effort. It is due to the
lack of appreciation by many department chair people and
administrators about the valuable contributions students can
make in the evaluation of instruction and the granting of tenure.
The senate has proven that its successes can out number its
failures through meticulous planning and indefatigable efforts.
It is my hope that student government during the coming year
will achieve more than it has in the past.
In the words of my predecessor John Rowel I, "For the senate
to give any less than its best efforts t6 achieve greater student
power and the responsible use of that power will be to betray its
constituency".

Ken's Brookdale Liquors

Welcome Back
MOST COMPLETE WINE
SELECTION IN THIS AREA
COLD KEGS —233-2222
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Pants Special
s
Bring this ad in and get $2.00 ott on all pants ?
$10.00 or more on Thursday, Friday and ?
s
Saturday.
S

SPECIAL ENDS SATURDAY, SEPT. 9TH
All pants in this special
advertised brand names.

S

are nationally?
5

Open every Monday & Thursday eveninq til' 9 c
b
P.M.
Shop downtown Fargo — Shop Siegel's and ?
Save — the store with the guys' pants the girls ?
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helping you decide?
By Steve Bond, Editor
Perhaps one of the most
difficult tasks of a participant in
an educational environment is
to admit the truth in the saying,
"You are what you eat."
Viewpoints can emerge only
after the digestion of countless
attitudes and intellectual
inclinations of those around us
and those who have preceded
us.
The opening verbal phrase we
hear so frequently today is the
qualification, "In my opinion."
However, few people take the
time to truely examine if, in
fact, they have the right to
claim an opinion as their own.
It would seem that education
thrives on two
basic
understandings. One is that

individuals should collect, to
their full capacity, clearly
objective facts of an issueorientated nature, and after
digesting these objective facts,
should weigh them to the extent
that an opinion may be formed.
In the sense that a newspaper
serves as a tool of education, the
ADVOCATE this year hopes to
present clearly objective facts
that will enable students to form
their own opinions on issues that
demand them.
T h e
s e c o n d
b a s i c
understanding of education
involves the gathering of
previously formulated opinions,
rejecting those that seem
obscure and clinging to those
that seem sound.

The Advocate this year
hopefully will disseminate
sound opinions.
Our staff is a product of an
educational institution which
hopefully has triggered the
human mind in the pursuit of
values, ideals, meanings and
intellectual and philisophical
debate.
In consideration of this fact, it
is inevitable that our opinions
on many issues have already
been formed. But at no time do
we plan on letting our opinions
interfere with your right to
know the facts, or your right to
form your own sound o'pinions.
In short, we hope to provide
food for thought. Bon AppVtit.

Advocate announces
staff and policy
meeting 6 p.m. Thursday in the
Mass Communications Forum
in MacLean Hall.

After a year of struggle and
experimentation, the Advocate
returns for another season with
a new staff and new policies.
In the position of editor will be
Steve Bond (Sr.-Moorhead);
and his staff will be composed of
Steve Webber (Jr. -Burnsville)
as associate editor; Webb White
(Jr. -Fargo) as advertising and
business manger; Don
Haagenson (Jr-Mcintosh) as
photo chief; Ryan Bakken (Sr.Crookston) as sports editor and
Julie Henderson (Sr.-Halstad)
as the entertainment editor.

The deadline for all material „
to be submitted is 6 p.m.,
Tuesday and the paper will be
distributed Thursdays at noon.
Copies may be obtained at more
than 15 different locations on
campus in red boxes marked
specifically for that purpose.
Of added interest to all,
should be the dcreased price of
want ads. Previously as high as
a nickel per word the new rate
stands at ten cents per ad up to
20 words for students and a
dollar per 25 words for all
others.

As always, positions on the
staff are open to all students
regardless of major , but
uniquely enough all managerial.
positions this year are held by
Mass Communications majors.

Letters to the editor, want ads
and suggestions of all kinds will
be more than welcome, if they
are typed double-spaced at 65
counts per line.

All people intersted in
working on the paper are urged
to attend a staff organizational

advocate

The Moorhead State College Advocate is published weekly by Moorhead State College,
Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year, except during quarter breaks and vacation
periods. Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the college
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northside, Comstock Memorial Student Union. Phone numbers are236-2551 and 2552. The
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Before it can be considered for publication, any story or feature material turned into
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editorial

here we go again!
By Associate Editor Steve Webber

As we enter our second year of operation as a
campus based publication with the support of the
Student Senate, the administration and the Mass
Communications Department, I would like to
welcome you to another year at Moorhead State
with the hope that you will find the Advocate a
sufficient medium for your entertainment and
information.
We by no means have a staff of the size that we
desire and I would like to welcome everyone
regardless of the extent of your previous
experience, to become a part of what we hope is a
paper that is on its way to professional levels.
One need not be a Mass Communications major
to work on the paper, and credit can be earned by
doing work on the paper and attending a class that
meets one night per week.
Last year the class was taught by a Mass
Communications instructor, but this year we have
obtained Cal Olson, managing editor of The Forum,
as an instructor for five of the ten sessions that will
meet every Thursday evening throughout the
quarter.
Anyone interested in working on the Advocate is
invited to an organizational meeting of the staff
6:30 Thursday Sept. 7 in MacLean 218, at which
time the staff will meet with Olson and arrange
assignments for the coming week. Persons wishing
to register for the two credit class may do so at that
time, but must obtain an arrange slip from Tom
Lundquist, publisher of the Advocate.
If you find that you do not want to work with us,
we would surely appreciate your support through
letters to the editor and want ads which have been
decreased in price to 10 cents for ads up to 20 words.
Since you are paying for the priviliege of having a
campus publication through your activity fees,
your suggestions toward our improvement are
more than welcome.
The Advocate deadline for material is 5:30
Tuesday, and all text to be submitted must be typed
double-spaced with 65 counts per line. The paper is
available on Thursday afternoons every week at
more than 20 locations on campus.
The Advocate office is located on the lower level
of Comstock Memorial Union next to the studios of
KMSC, come in and talk, complain or compliment
anytime of the day. We now have a couch and
coffee table and are willing to listen to anything you
might want to see written about or changed in the
paper.

Sept. 7, 1972

news briefs
CALENDAR OF EVENTS:
September 7 - 13, 1972
Thursday, Sept. 7
~~ Freeway Singers - Outdoor Concert:
SINGERS — Mall-Library

FREEWAY

7.30 p.m.
Speech Theatre Coffee Hour - Second Stage Center
for the Arts (For all students interested in extra-curricular speech
activities)
Saturday, Sept. 9
1.30 p.m.
FOOTBALL: Moorhead State College vs Concordia
College - Nemzek Field
Monday, Sept. 11
6:30-8:30 p.m.— International Films Series - Hagen 105
8 p.m. — AAUW - Owens Lounge
Tuesday, Sept. 12
8p.m. Student Recreational Swimming (Free) - Nemzek Pool
Wednesday, Sept. 13
7:30 p.m. SUPB Film Series: REVIERS - Ballroom, Union
4 p.m. Educators for McGovern will hold an open meeting
in Owens Lounge.
ENTERTAINMENT BRIEFS....
Tonight at 7 p.m. — concert by the Freeway Singers in the
library mall. Sponsored by ivCF.
Monday
The international Film Series presentes
"Borsalino" a recent Italian comic film about an amateur gang
of thiefes. Showing at 6:30 and 8:30 in Hagen 105.
Sylvia Kruger, humanities instructor, speaking at the first
meeting of the American Association of University Women.
That national topic for this year is "We the People." Held in
Owens Hall, Mildred Green hostess.,
Wednesday — SUPB film — The Reviers
Sept. 14— Dance in the union, music by "The Uglies."
Coming Up —
September 15 — Charlie Pride at the Civic Memorial
Auditorium.
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Hungry!
Try A1'om's Pizza
JUMBO

MEDIUM

$280 i £180
m

SMALL

$1I15

FOR SEPT. 11, 12, 13
OMedium Pizzas
^ For Only
$ 2 ^Q

Re9-

>0

Tom's Pizza
CALL 233-7597

OPEN MON.-•SAT. 4:00-2:00 A.M.
SUNDAYS 4:00-12:00 P.M.
Small Delivery Charge

union
bowling
leagues

Tri-College
bowling meet
starting

Bruce Chambers, Operations
Manager and Recreation
The F-M Vending Company in
Director of the Student Union, is Fargo is sponsoring a Trivery enthusiastic about the College Student Bowling
potential of bowling leagues this Tournament Sept. 7-21. In order
year.
"Because of the extremely
low cost to the students and the
superb location of the lanes on
campus, I am optimistic about
the number of students that
have an opportunity to join
leagues this fall," says
Chambers.

to qualify for the semi-finals
and finals on Sept. 22 and 23 thf
contestant has to bowl a si
game series between Sept.
21 and be among the top 24 to

qualify for semi-finals. In the
semi-finals, each qualifier
would bowl a three game series.
The top five scorers would then
It is estimated that up to 13
bowl for the championship.
leagues will be formed fall
quarter. Included will be eight
FIFTY DOLLARS WORTH
student leagues, two facultyOF TROPHIES WILL BE
staff leagues and three mixed
AWARDED TO THE TOP
leagues.
THREE QUALIFIERS.
All leagues will start the last
week in September and cost
only $1.00 for each three lines.
Chamber stated that any
student or faculty-staff member
who wants to bowl, can be
placed in a league which best
New & Used
suits his or her schedule.
Any Moorhead State College
student, faculty member or
staff member interested in
participating in fall leagues
should contact either Jetty
Patel or Bruce Chambers at the
Recreation Center 236-2265.
Locker storage for bowling
equipment will also be made
available.
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Tournament charges will be
for the six roll off games, $2.50
and for the three semi-finals,
$1.00.

Tournaments will be open to
Concordia and N.D.S.U.
students also. All lines must be
bowled at Comstock Memorial
Union.

The
boot's
the look
Here's the natural
bottom for your flares.
A bolder boot with
fine leather that lets you
move at ease.

^^£2

Ftedwin

Stereo
Components
CjuU fyU/Aua

235-1919

LOWEST PRICES
ON NEW LP s
$5.98 - $4.20
$4.98 • $3.30

GET USED LP's TOO

BLACK PATENT
BROWN PATENT
BROWN SMOOTH

&
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radical changes made
in student loans

association organized
for married students

The college loan proqram at Not accepting NDSL funds is OPPORTUNITY GRANT andD u r i n g s e c o n d s u m m e r of the home and meet other
MSC will aid about the same
advised for students who have or COLLGE WORK-STUDY
session some of the married people with common interests
number of students financially or anticipate having Federal PROGRAM proceeds obtained
students at Moorhead State and ideas. Some ideas that have
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Loan program ("old" NDSL)
has been superceded by the
National Direct Student Loan
program ("new" NDSL). The
two programs are generally
similar, but a number of
changes have been made:
Regular forgiveness in
teaching at all levels at a rate of
10 per cent per year, max. 50
per cent of the total loan, has
been discontinued in the "new"
NDSL. However, forgiveness
for teachers of handicapped or
"disadvantaged" elementarysecondary children, formerly at
a rate of 15 per cent, is now 15 pr
cent for the first two years and
increases to 20 per cent for the
second two years with a fifth
year percentage of 30 per cent.
Not available in the "old"
NDSL is a new 15 per cent per
year forgiveness for full time
Head Start Program staff
members.
Veterans forgiveness is still
12V2 per cent per year, max. 50
per cent, but only for duty in
defined areas of hostilities
("combat" duty).
One hundred per cent
cancellation of the unpaid
balance in the event of the
borrower's death or total and
permanent disability is no
longer available under the
"new" NDSL.
Minimum repayment has
been doubled ($30 monthly on
loans $3,600 or less) in te "new"
NDSL plan.
"I would caution students
about the burden of multiple
creditors," warns Anderson.
Indebtedness under the old and
new NDSL cannot be combined.

free checking for life
no minimum nalance
That's right. No service charges. No minimum
balance. Just free checking for the rest of your
life. You can tet your balance run down to
zero if you wish. And you'll never have to pay
a service charge when you open a personal
checking account with us during our first year.
This exciting service is just a start. For as Fargo's newest Full Service bank, we can handle
all your banking needs. Do business with our
friendly staff during our convenient hours of
9:30 to 9:00 weekdays and 9:30 to 1:00
Saturday. You'll like the courteous, efficient
service. The Union State Bank. The West Acres
Bank.

union state bank, the west acres bank
people moving ahead, that's what banking is all about

interdorm council gaining recognition
When a group bands together,
regardless of their purpose,
there is a natural progression of
events that must occur before
that group can accomplish its
goa . They are organization,
recognition and action.
As a group, interdorm council
has been organized for four
years but has taken three of
those years to gain the
r e c o g n i t i o n of t h e
administration and students at
Moorhead State.

students on campus Saturdays
and Sundays."
Of even more significance,
however was the attack that the
council launched at the Student
Union Programming Board,
(supb) charging them with the
same case of not supplying
entertainment for the dorm
student on weekends.

"One of our secondary goals
is to instill a pride and loyalty in
the student for the respective
dorms," Edwon said, "through
this pride, much of the theft and
vandalism
that perennially
occurs could probably be
curbed."
Interdorm is made up of the
president and vice-president of
each dorm council, with Elliot
Garb, housing director, as the
advisor. Most of the meetings
are open to anyone intersted in
the affairs of dorm students.

As a result of the complaint
lodged against the SUPB, the
two bodies are now working
jointly to be sure that events are
scheduled so as to lure more
Acting president Belle Edson
students back on campus on
(Jr-Grand Rapids) referred to
weekends; and the signature of
Edson, last year's president,
their gain of recognition as one
both parties are necessary on will remain in that position until
of their most major
all checks before money can be annual elections in October.
accomplishments.
"The
spent for such events.
The council works without the
purpose of Interdorm Council",
aid of any finances, but if a
Edson explained, "is to present
Asked what the council had
a place for all tomeet and planned for the coming year, p r o j e c t s h o u l d i n v o l v e
discuss problems, issues or Edson said that nothing definite financing, they appropriate
ideas concerning everything had been discussed, but that money from each dorm council.
f r o m
c o n d u c t ' t o they would continue to push for
Edson closed by saying that
entertainment."
larger weekend populations.
the fate of the dorm student is in
Though larger weekend his own hands. If he wants to
"Our main obstacle up until
last year was that not enough crowds would boost students live in a dorm that is active and
people were aware that we even participation in the events that adds to his college experience,
are planned, Edson expressed he can get involved in his own
existed," she added.
some concern over the fact that dorm council or be concerned
The task that interdorm the students must be kept active enough to elect someone that is
council undertook earning them enough to avoid behavior that capable of affecting progress.
recognition was an attempt to might become destructive.
change the reputation
of Moorhead State.
Traditionally MSC has been
known as a "suitcase college",
but last year interdorm
initiated a human sexuality
program, a tutorial program
and arranged for the purchase
of refrigerators for use by dorm
students this year.
"The weekend populations
seemed to rise over the past
rtgufes," Edson said, "but they
were cheated, because nothing
was being done to entertain the

student paying
for MPIRG
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BIG

and \#e SPECIALS
Ranchburger Kiddie Burger
Quarter pound chunk
of hamburger, slice of
onion and sesame bun.
reg. 65c

2 for

18*

$100

or 6 for *1.00
Everyday
Great For Petite
Appetites

Every Monday

Auto Dine Drive-In
Center Ave.,

Moorhead

The McDonalds
Survival Kit

Students paying their tuition
and fees for Fall Quarter were
confronted with a new question;
"Do you want to pay the
MPIRG Fee?" For students
paying the cost of tuition, one
dollar might not mean much
more, but to most, it did.
Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group (MPIRG) an
organization concerned with
ecological problems and
consumer research was
accepted by petition at MSC
last year after having been
urged so by Concordia.
Last Tuesday morning, only
one-third of the 2,200 paid
students included the dollar to
help support MPIRG. The
reasons the other two-thirds
didn't pay was because they
weren't interested or they
couldn't afford it.
Most of the students that paid
before Tuesday morning were
sophomores, juniors and
seniors who had pre-registered.
Approximately 2,500 students
were left to register. This
number included mostly new
freshman, transfer and foreign
students. Their reaction to the
question could not be estimated
because of their lack of
know lege about the MPIRG
program at MSC.
N e x t week, THE ADVOCATE
plans to investigate what the
total sum of money will be used

In these troubled times, you need all the help you can get.
That includes getting some good food when you don't have
much time. To save time, we've got a good meal all packed up
for you: a big Big Mac, a bag of crisp fries, and a cup of
hot coffee. Buy your kit now. It can do as much good
for you as cramming. And it tastes a lot better.

McDonaicfs

Fargo - Moorhead

u

LU
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Foundation awards State College System grant for TV project
—

A $168,850 grant for the
development of a series of
innovative television programs
to supplement classroom
teaching has been awarded the
Minnesota State College System
and the Twin City Area
Educational
Televsion
Corporation (Channels 2 and 17)
by the Louis W. and Maud Hill
Family Foundation of St. Paul.

The grant provides for 60
hours of programming and the
project would join all state
colleges via the Midwestern
Educational
Television
Network with stations in the
Twin Cities, Duluth, Appleton,
Fargo-Moorhead and another
station planned for Bemidji.
A variety of programs are
envisioned which would include

A pocket
full of miracles

special events such as lectures,
concerts,
dramatic
performances, by visiting
scholars and artists; short
courses designed for offcampus students; and
programs to supplement
exisiting on-campus courses.
Television services for the
colleges will include:
101 2nd Ave. No.
Fargo
In
The Old Milwaukee
"Depo"

FRAME —KRAFT
PROFESSIONAL
FRAMING
CALL

$

5

232-5111

KODAK Pocket
INSTAMATIC®
20 Camera
Outfit
The new slim pocket
camera for bigger.
3!-?" x 4:i" prints, and
sparkling color slides.
It goes where you
go . . . for the
pictures you might
have missed.

DOWNTOWN FARGO—631 N.P. Ave.

i
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_ ? _ _ !_ M

colleges.
— use of portable tape
recorders to enable later
community viewing on cable
TV.
— use of a WATS telephone
line to permit questions from
the college audience during
telecasts.
— a storage and retrieval
system for film and video tapes.
The State College System will
determine the nature of the
programming and coordinate
talent and program
distribution. The principal
production center will be at
KTCA-Ch. 2, St. Paul.
Chancellor G. Theodore

Waldorf Liquors
718 Main, Fargo
First Package Store Across
the Bridge on Main Ave.

COLD WINE

Yes we have OLY

Insist on our Quality Kota Kraft Processing

P>

Original Moulding &
Mat Board. Custom
Made To Order

—

— simultaneous transmission
from any one of the Midwestern
Network stations to the state

Cans, bottles and draft beer

W
Member of Pork & Shop

KK£S<lle SPECIALS
" Going On Always
OPEN TILL 1:00 A.M.

Register For Geronimo
Geronimo's a pink Cadillac that will be given away for Back-To-School,
Register at Concept 208 stores. See Geronimo parked in front of
Concept 208.

ii !1<M I • li/MLIR Ik
|!MI»n
Mitau
views the project
as a
"way in which the seven state
colleges can share their
creative abilities and their
finest teachers".
"We will be seeking new and
exciting forms of television
production and delivery," he
said, "which have not always
been present in traditional
educational television."
Chancellor Mitau said the
grant provides funds for the
orientation of faculty members
who will participate in the
project.
"The Hill Foundation grant
gives us capability to open up
the great resources of the
metropolitan area and our
college communities to all
colleges and to aid the colleges
in making the maximum
educational impact on the
regional areas they serve," he
said.
Dr. John C. Schwarzwalder,
executive vice president and
general manager of KTCA-Ch.
2, said, "The occasion for
collaboration between a major
educational television station
and a leading educational
network on one hand and the
seven colleges of the State
College System on the other is
an unusual, even an historic
opportunity".

grants awarded
six profs
Six Moorhead State College
faculty members have •been
awarded grants to carry on
research projects.
Monies for the grants,
according to MSC President Dr.
Roland Dille, came from
combining MSC's share of state
college research monies
provided by the Minnesota
Legislature and National
Science
Foundation
Institutional Grants.
Those awarded the grants
are:
Dale O. Amundson, associate
professor of Art, whose project
is ''Controlled and
Programmed Mechanical
Motion as Sources of Motion
Picture Image Formation."
Dr. Roy Boe, associate
professor of Art, whose project
is "Studies of the Letters,
Journals and Papers of the
Norwegian Artist, Evard
Munch,"
Dr. John G. Gibbs, associate
professor of Humanities, who is
studying the "Implications for
Ecology in Roman Catholic
Liturgies of A.D. Sixth to
Sixteenth Centuries
Dr. Victor Peters, professor
of History, who is making "A
Comparative Study of Farm
Collectivization in the Soviet
Union and East Germany/'
Dr. I. Kenneth Smemo,
professor of History, whose
project is "Continuing
Research Toward a Book-length
Study of Waldemar Ager."

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Dr. James R. Wertz, assistant
professor of Physics and
Astronomy, who is conducting a
Continued Analysis of
Newtonian
Hierarchiacal
Cosmological Models."

arts &
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entertainment

MSC students, faculty
add to festival

Imag ination '72, begotten of Wednesday evening has Deen
Imag ination '71, begins next left open for any other local poet
Sunday in Island Park, Fargo, who would like to read.
Spyprai
AAcr r,
,
9raphic designs for the
students are addinn" th
i
9
the'r
lma93'nation 72 - bulletins,
taints to ,
,va •
handouts, signs, bumper
..
,
stickers, etc. — are beina
"our theatre groups are
—
included: Plains Folk Theatre
Ensemble, Readers Theatre,
Experimental Theatre and
Children's Theatre.

chaired bv I inHa n u
coordinator of nublir/tio * •
MSC
and Phiilin AA
°PS 3
W51-'and Phillip Mousseau, art
assistant professor. Tom
Sizemore, a senior in art at
MSC, is doing the bulletins and
posters, and "other odd jobs."

620 2nd Ave. N., Fargo

235-2102
LOWEST PRICES ON CHILLED
BEER AND KEGS IN TOWN.

WELCOME BACK
MSC STUDENTS
University Motors
1920 12th Avenue North
Fargo—235-6478

The Plains Folk Theatre
Ensemble will present "Aria Da
Capo" by Edna St. Vincent
Miilay and "The Conquest of
Everest" by Arthur Kopit. The
theatre was recently formed
from college graduates with
theatre backgrounds, among
whom is Cynthia Poulson, a
former MSC student.

COMPLETE FLORAL
SERVICE
GIFTS

The Readers Theatre is
directed by Michael Kelly, MSC
speech instructor. They are
presenting "Lovers" a
contemporary play by Irish
writer Brian Friel. The play is
in two parts, "Winners" and
' ' L o s e r s . ' '
'
"Winners" is the part to be
presented, the story of two
young people making plans to
be married. Kelly terms the
play "hilarious" in parts, even
"though the lovers die before the
end of the day. He says, "Friel
considered them winners
because they don't live to
experience the disillusionment
of love and marriage."

FLOWERS
WORLDWIDE
20 S 4

DELIVERY
SERVICE

233-1373

MOONHEAD

DAKOTA NATIONAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY OF FARGO
Convenient Southside Office — 1501 S. University
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA

A friendly full service bank. Let us help you with all your
banking needs.
Checking Accounts
Business Loans
Savings Accounts
Personal Loans
Safety Deposit Boxes
Real Estate Loans

Four MSC students are
among the readers: Diane
Baseman, sophomore, Silver
Bay; Bethea Stewart,
sophomore, Fargo; kevin
Sauter, sophomore, Richfield;
and Phillip St. Leurent.

Motions flowed freely as the
members of the Readers Theater
practiced in the CA. Photo
by
Steve Webber

The Experimental Theatre
will perform -"Adaptation" a

Trust Services
SEE OUR TERM PAY DEPARTMENT
for
Auto Loans — Vacation — Trucks — College — Boats — Cash
Furniture Loans — Farm Equipment — Home Improvement

play by Elaine May. Julie Ottis,
junior, Fargo, is in the cast.

JfraJzota National Bank <5- Trust Co. of Fargo

The Children's Theatre will
offer "The Stolen Tarts," a
fifteen-minute sketch to be
presented four times a day
through the week. Assistant
Director if Kathy Cummings, a
special student at MSC.
Mrs.

Patricia

FARGO. NORTH DAKOTA

Geston,

instructor of English, is
chairman of the Poetry Readers
Theatre. Main activities of this
group will to hear local poets
read their own works and
conduct workshops for those
who would like to write.
All involved will read three
times, once at the opening
Sunday from 4:30 to 5:30, at the
closing Saturday from 3 to 4
p.m., and once in the evening.
Three MSC English faculty
members are involved. Tom
McGrath and Mark Vinz will
read their own poetry.
Monday evening from 7 to
7-30 p.m. and then conduct the

workshop. Dr. Mary Pryor will
read poetry along with Richard
Lyons, NDSU, on Friday,
evening from 7 to 7:30 p.m.
and conduct the workshop after.

ALL I WANT IS A GLASS
OF WATER. ANt) COULD YA
PUT A LITTLE CHOCOLATE
SYRUP IN IT ? *
51-53 BfO«Jw«y

The only bank tjou will ever need.

SEE US IN
MOORHEAD

Dairy
Queenr •
*

Corner of 8th
and Main

MOORHEAD

DAKOTA
NATIONAL BANK
AND TRUST CO. M FARGO. NORTH DAKOTA

51-55 BROADWAY AND 1501 SOUTH UNIVERSITY • Member FDIC
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big names, bis
By Julie Henderson

The Series for the Performing Arts will offer six widely-varied
and entertaining performances during the school year with the
accent on youth. Five of the six groups are thirty or under.
October will open the series with two appearances: Frederica
Von Stade on Oct. 5, and Robert deGaetano on Oct. 19.
Frederica Von Stade, a beautiful mezzo soprano in both
performance and appearance, will appear at the San Francisco
Opera directly before coming to MSC. She has also appeared at
the Metropolitan Opera, Paris Opera, and Edinburgh Festival,
among many others.
After her appearance at Otterbein College in Columbus, the
DISPATCH said of her, "Intimacy is the objective of the solo
vocal recital. Friday night, Miss Von Stade gave the word new
dimensions."
The pianist, Robert de Gaetano, will make his second
appearance at MSC. He was "discovered," in the true sense of
fhe word, by Soviet pianist Sviatoslav Richter and violinist Da
vid Oistrakh when they were performing in Philadelphia in 1969.
They presented him to S. Hurok who immediately signed him to
a contract.
de Gaetano graduated from Julliard School and in 1970
became the fist musician to win the Rotary International
Scholarship. Following that he spent a year in Paris where he
studied and appeared in recitals with Alexis Weissenberg.
Martin Best, is reviving the role of

newspaper"ancToccasTona'l'ly3'love9
letters."

His 1971-72 tour with Hurok was his first season as a touring
ar+ist" Durin9 that

Vear

he

appeared at MSC.

Two dance companies are set for visits to A/K
Dance Company on Nov. 3, and Lar Lubovitch ^
March 30.
The two dance companies have residencies on
and a half days of workshops, lectures, feniC
performance. Their appearance is made Pos^
financial help of the Natinal Endowment the*
Residency program and the Minnesota State Art
has a grant of approximatey $4,000 to make this
groups will live on campus.

Tje Lar Lubovitch Dance Company will also a— a cooperative venture between MSC and NDS
aid from the Program and Council.
Yuriko's Company is racially mixed, v
important factor. She was a leading dancer
Graham Company and created the role of Eliza
and I."
Lar Lubovitch and Company, mixes humor
feeling and creative experimentations ell as:
style.
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In between the two dance groups is Martin Best, guitar and
lute, with his program "The Art of the Minstrel." He will be
appearing Jan. 31 in the Ballroom, an attempt to spread the
program to different areas of campus.
Best is reviving the role of the strolling minstrel, "walking
newspapers and occasionally, love'letters." He is official
guitarist and lutenist of the Royal Shakespeare Theatre in
Stratford-upon-Avon, England, where he makes his home. His
performance will range from 14th to 20th Century songs.
The final performance of the 1972-1973 season will be a return
engagement by the Preservation Hall Jazz Band, who have
performed at MSC twice before.
It will be the first appearance by Kid Thomas, however. All
the players in the band are in their 60's and 70's and are
authentic New Orleans jazz exponents.
Student subscriptins for the Series are availble at $5 (plus
activity card) for six seats, which means all can be used at one
concert, or two at three concerts, etc. Regular admissions is $1
plus activity card. Faculty subscriptins turn $13 for six seats.

Frederica Von Stade, "Intimacy is
the objective of the solo Vocal
recital."

The Preservation Hall Jazz Band
consist of band members who are in
their 60's and 70's and are authentic
New Orleans Jazz exponents.

Robert de Gaetano, became the first
musician to win the Rotary
International Scholarship.
•

Minnesota primary set Tuesday
Three-man races for a state
legislative seat and a county
commission post on the non
partisan ballot plus a four-man
race for the state public service
commission nomination on the
DFL ballot are stirring interest
in the Moorhead area in
Tuesday's (Sept. 12) Minnesota
Primary Election.
There is particular interest
also in this election as the first
state election in which 18, 19 and
20-year-olds may'vote and the
first since new congressional
district and state legislative
district boundaries have been
established.
MSC students, faculty and
staff members who are U.S.
citizens, will be 11 /ears old or
older by Sept. 12 and will have
had their permanent residence
in Minnesota for 30 days before
Sept. 12
».>,ate in this
election; •• they live outside
Moorhp J.
Those residing in Moorhead
must meet
n additional
requirement of
preregistration. Moorheaders must
be registered from past election
years or have pre-registered for
this election by last Aug. 22.
Re-registration is required in
an election year of any
Moorhead resident who has
failed to vote at all in the
previous four years, has moved
within the city 30 or more days
before the election or has
changed his or her name by
marriage or court action.
Registration is not required in
any other community of Clay or
Wilkin counties.

Drivers
IM

'Mm.HKao .M.NOTl

These two counties plus a
portion of Rothsay Village in
Otter Tail County comprise the
new Minnesota Legislative
District 9, under terms of a
state legislature redisricting

plan ordered by a federal
district court last summer.

state representative district
that involves most of Moorhead
District 9-A.

There are no primary
contests on the non-partisan
(canary yellow) ballot for state
senator in District 9 or for the

There is a primary contest in
District 9-B, however, which
now includes major portions of

£

music

compAi

Of Moorhead

Invites the students of Moorhead State
College to stop in and see our

New & Larger Quarters
5 1 2 Center Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.
Phone 233-2791
Moorhead's
Most Complete Music Store

For All Your Musical
Needs We Have
Sheet Music
All Types
Records
All Catagories
Cass & 8 Tr. Tapes
All Catagories
Guitars
Electric-Spanish-Classical
Ampiifiers
Fender
Stereo's
Magnavox
Radio's
Magnavox
Drums
Ludwig
Band Inst's
Bach-Selmer-King-Olds
Steinway Piano's & Hamond Organs

WE WANT
TO BE OF SERVICE TO YOU

WELCOME
BACK
MSC STUDENTS
f - m Asphalt, Inc.
Box 6 9 7 , Moorhead
Highway 10 E., Dilworth

287-2319

LOOKING FOR
TRANSPORTATION • • • • CALL
v •

CITY CAB
233-1354
NO METERS

24 HOUR SERVICE

Beef Cacvep Inn
j&ecfCaw
- Im

10 South 8th Street
Moorhead, Minneosta 56560
Phone 236-5407

For the best eating place and cozy
atmosphere in town, the place to go
is the . . .

Beef Carver Inn
Choice of Menu
•SteakseSeafoodseHqmburgers

THE BROWSER

Welcomes back the students of

NOW THRU SEPT. 18

POSTER SALE — 2 For
The Price Of J Plus J*
Also look over our selection of
paperbacks, LP's, greeting
cards, cliff notes, and magazines.

** Browser
Bookshop
HOLIDAY MALL

southeast Moorhead, Moorhead
areas north of 15th Ave. No., all
those portions of Clay outside
Moorhead, all of Wilkin County
and the small portion of
Rothsay.

233-0352

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

Hamburgers From
Around The World
Italian Burger: Two hamburger
patties on toasted French
bread with our own Italian
sauce, tossed salad and
choice of dressina
M ^

'

JS

ONLY # ^
Try Our Breakfasts Prices To
Suit Your Budget
America's Little Inn
OPEN 24 HOURS
TO SERVE YOUR INTERESTS

-

'

*

official bulletin
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Dille tells frosh, 'change a must

^em fS o*ti ces^must 'be r e<fei ved^y*]0a^6

certain notices of unusual

importance, they will be printed only once )
Don Engberg,
Registrar

TRI-COLLEGE PARKING
RULES AND REGULATIONS

Continuing a tradition, MSC
President Rolland Dille
addressed the freshman class
Tuesday morning in the Center
for the Arts auditorium.
x
Dr. Dille informed the group
that it was his third speech of
the morning commenting that
"Actually three speeches in one
morning is almost as bad as
going to a group meeting,"

CONCORDIA COLLEGE
NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNI VERSITY
MOORHEAD STATE COLLEGE

1. Anyone enrolled in Tri-College and desiring to park on campus must
obtain a Tri-College parking permit.
a) The cost of the Tri-College parking permit will be S3.00 per academic
year. However, when a regular parking permit is displayed from the
parent institution, the Tri-College permit will be issued at no additional
charge.
b) The Tri-College permit is g reciprocal permit (i.e. parking
privileges will be granted as indicated in No. 3) at participating colleges
and universities, not at the parent institution.

2. The Tri-College permit may be obtained at these respective locations
and hours:
Concordia College: Registrar's Office, C-400 Building, 8 a.m.-noon and
1-5 p.m.
Moorhead State: Administrative Affairs Office, Room 206 Owens Hall,
8 a.m. - noon and 1-5 p.m.
North Dakota State: Traffic and Security Bureau, Thorson
Maintenance Center 8 a.m - noon and 1-5 p.m.

3. The Tri-College permit will be honored as indicated:
Concordia College: Any student parking areas;
Moorhead State: Parking lots A and N
North Dakota State: Parking lots T and SF
All drivers are subject to traffic regulations of respective institutions.
Copies of these regulations will be available when Tri-College permit is
obtained.

®IivRK

The students responded
enthusiastically to Dr. Dille's
humorous observations and
ample supply of Concordia
jokes including a revision of an
old standard: "You can always
tell a Concordia student, but you
can't tell him much" which met
with vigorous freshman
applause.
Dille spoke to the freshmen on
the theme of "to be". "It is a
natural law that we must
develop; we must change," said
Dille.

He went on to tell the
students that the choices and
options as to how they would
change were up to them. Dille
emphasized the effect college
has on what a person gains from
the experiences he meets going
through life.
"It is the aim of this college to
give you freedom," stated
Dille, "To give you the
knowledge to make choices
every day of your life." "What
you study is not for the test at
the end of the quarter; it is for
always."

ThtRTHI

5 DAYS ONLY
FRIDAY — 7:15-9:20

. 203-aeOO

Now 2nd Wk!
The Terrifying
Suspense Shocker

"AND SOON
THE DARKNESS'

SAT.-SUN. 1:15-3:15
5:15-7:15-9:20

Presented In Stereophonic Sound

fin outrageou/ movici
SXa/it^Todayl

Eve. 7:15-9:20

COMING
FRI. SEPT 15

YOU HAVEN'T I
SEEN ANYTHING
UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN

4. Please affix parking permits as follows:
Moorhead State: Lower part of side reer window on driver's side of
vehicle.
Concordia and North Dakota State:
Station wagons: As indicated for Moorhead State. Sedans: Lower left
corner of rear window (driver's side).

/tarring

/aataaa
The GRATCFUL D€AD

EVERYTHING*

and

hot tuoa
QUICK/ILWR
and

5. The Tri-College provides free scheduled bus transportation between
the hoursof7 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
For further information, please contact the office of Administrative
Affairs, Owens Hall — Room 206.
Earl R. Herring
Vice President

BILL GBAHAm
Color By
Hi/ friend/...find Hi/ €nemie/
• TKHnKCXOfl®

Now the people who brought you Cinema 70
are proud to introduce to you Cinema I &
II, in the WEST ACRES SHOPPING CENTER
West Acres at 129 — 194 Cross Over

Cinema

I

Starring Topol

Tiddleiv

This Coupon Is Good For One
$1.00 Admission To Cinema I & 11.

onthePOOj
E

II
Starring Marlon Brando

Starts September 15

>1.00

oiLiiic^creen

Cinema

easuniDEi

I
I
I
I

Present to Cashier
Expires Sept. 14, 1972

easy RIDER

PETER FONDA-DENNIS HOPPER-JACK NICHOLSON
WnMen by
PETER FONDA

Directed by

Produced by

Associate Producer

DENNIS HOPPER

DENNIS HOPPER

PETER FONDA

WILLIAM HAYWARD

TERRY SOUTHERN

E.ecut.ve Producer
dERT SCHNEIDER

Released by COLUMBIA PICTURES

R
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New Center
(Cont. from Page 1)
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BUSH
PMTS
Distinctive pockets-with
flops Tunnel belt loops.
Lee Bush Pants, for a
man who likes the
outdoor look

S (• \ WJ
' |: ) |1
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At this time, it hs not been
determined what the
requiremetns for a New Center
student to transfer to a four
year college degree will be. But
Johnson expressed his
intentions to advocate the
acceptance of deserving
students.

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

i i >\ I \

<y

IMMSDRUCk:

Johnson expressed hope that
the New Center would serve as
an instrument to promote an
eagerness to learn.
On loan from the Department

Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

// . | f
f!\ I I

He estimated that 25 per cent
of those now enrolled in the
program could have qualified
for enrollment in college.

^ of Health, Education and
Welfare, Johnson is joined by
six faculty members who were
specially selected from their
backgrounds.
Peter Dahl, who earned a
B.A. in history and a M.A. in
English, will teach
communications
and
humanities.
Emil Kochis, a member of the
MSC Physics Dept. since 1959,
will instruct courses in natural
science.

Janice Hood will be in charge
of social studies. Hood worked
on completion of her doctorate
in history this summer at
Washington State University at
Pullman.
Terry Lien, who graduated
this summer from MSC with a
B.S. in mass communications,
will instruct visual
communications.
Adam Sacks will be working
with the arts and human
relations. Sacks received his
master's from the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.
Millicent Melhado, who will
teach career exploration, holds
a B.A. in psychology from
Western College in Oxford,
Ohio, and has done graduate
work at the University of Texas
and the University of Southern
Mississippi at Hattiesburg.

NOW OPEN
Cheri Paul West

FREE MAKEUP LESSONS WHILE YOU WAIT

fWK

Merle Norman Cosmetics:
The new DAYTIME face
The new EVENING face
EYELASH try on
The NATURAL look for girls on the go
Braids, Barrettes & Boutiques

For unique style. Lee
Innsbrucks have it
Saddle bag pockets,
side panels, and
full flare

fikftGO TOGGJEW

Now 2 Locations West Acres Ph. 282-2268

206 Broadway
Ph. 232-2503

STUDENTS—NEW AND OLD

'° "«&

THE SHOP
• Special Student Rates
Dependable, Quality Service
Imported and Domestic Cars

O

6-7692

23
116 14th St. N„ Moorhead
7.30 A.M.-7:00 P,M. Monday-Thursday
7:30 A M . - 5 : 0 0 P M . Fridays

Meet Ron and Bob Anytime

Stop in and get acquainted
before you have trouble!"
OPEN SATURDAY MORNINGS STARTING OCTORep ,

n

elcome Back MSC
Students

&

FARGO

West Main & 1-29
Open 24 Hours

•

WEST ACRES

MOORHEAD

Open 7 A .M. To 2 A .M.
And Sundays

Highway 75 ft l-94
Open 24 Hours

Welcome back special
Sept. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
Monday-Thu rsday-F riday
Country Cakes
Three Hot Griddle Cakes
With Butter and Syrup
Regular

65*

c
£

COUNTRY KITCHEN
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all-college constitution work progress slow
Some additional steps were
taken over the summer towards
a new all-college constitution at
MSC and Dr. Robert Hanson,
told the ADVOCATE he will
push now tor required campuswide voting on a proposed
version in December.

committee that strove all last
school year over the torturous
up-hill path of verbiage that
hopefully will lead to a
constitution acceptable to
majorities of the three major
segments on campus and the
Minnesota State College Board.

Dr. Hanson, academic vice
president, is chairman of the 13person student-faculty-staff

The State College Board, in
adopting new State College
Board Rules and Regulations in
July 1971, required all
Minnesota's state colleges to
draw new all-college
constitutions that would provide
for greater participation of
students and staff personnel in
campus government.

"Kandola
Earthlites"
Crayon Candle

Y

$199

Comes In
Lemon Orange
Cinnamon Lime
Blueberry

5% Discount
with Student ID

MSC was granted one
extension passed the original
deadline last spring and will be
seeking another so a full
quarter's more work can be
done fall quarter.
Two members of the drafting
subcommittee of the 13-person
main committee, Dr. William
Treumann, dean of the
Faculties of the Natural
Sciences and Mathematics, and
Allan Hanna, associate
professor of English, put in
many hours over the summer
trying to work out the detailed
wording for several articles of
the proposed constution. Most of
the articles were only in bare
outline form when the main
committee adfjourned last
spring, *

CANDLE
HUTCH
Holiday Mall, Moorhtad
Mi. 7)4-7771

THE
BLACKHAWK
LIVEMUSIC
Monday — Friday
INDIAN SUMMER

Darby Arntson ( sr Moorhead), only woman on the
main committee and only
student on the drafting
subcommittee, was unable to
take part in the summer
deliberations, Dr. Treumann
said.
She, Phil Norrgard (grad-St.
Paul) and Keith Paulson (srSauk Centre) have all resigned
from the main committee,
leaving Student Sen. Timothy X
(sr-Chicago, III.) the only
student carry-over on the main
committee.
Dr. Treumann outlined some
of the major hurdles facing the
main committee and the
drafting committee in
attempting to draw up proposed
wording for the new document.

appropriate
and needed be
worked in most effectively with
our new goals?" he asks.
He notes that drafting a
proposed
all-college
constitution poses considerably
more problems
than people
would face in shaping an
original constitution for a new
society or new nation.
"We find ourselves working
under several layersof existing
higher authority that controls
what we can and cannot do —
federal laws, state laws and
State College Board rules ...
Existing state civil service laws
control many points we might
liketoi cover in articles relating
to the establishment of a
greater voice on campus for
civil service personnel, for
example," he notes.

Another difficulty, he
He indicated he and Hanna
were able to pull together quite u n d e r s c o r e s , i s t r y i n g t o
complete proposed wording v i s u a l i z e i n a d v a n c e t h e
dealing with some articles this practical applications of the
summer and to do some work on w o r d i n g u s e d a n d w h a t
mechanics might have to be
proposed
by
-laws but, in other areas, their provided for in the constitution.
production was sketchy, despite
The new College Board Rules
considerable thought and
and Regulations, for instance,
discussion.
are quite specific in stating
One of the major hurdles in c e r t a i n a r e a s t h e n e w
shaping a new constitution for constitutions on all state college
this campus, Dr. Treumann campuses must cover.
notes, is the fact MSC has had
Further complicating the
constitutions for many many
years that have been followed work is the fact committee
quite closely in shaping policy members have to constantly
decisions. "How much of our keep in mind State College
existing constitution should be Board Rule 502A, which states,
kept? How much of the existing " C o n s i s t e n t w i t h t h e s e
wording can be kept intact and
how can portions still

governing rules, internal rules
(of the Minnesota State College
System) and public law, the
State College Board assigns full
responsibility and authority for
the college to its president, who
is accountable to the board
through the chancellor (of the
state colleges).
The president is responsible
for the development and
enforcement of all college
policies, including the college
constitution, all college
regulations and all college
budgets and for making all
college personnel decisions."
Further, work on a
constitution can become
particularly frustrating when
you find wording you feel you
must use in one article proves to
be contridictory to wording
you have already used in
another, Dr. Treumann adds.
An obvious drawback, also, is
the fact every committee
member is doing this work in
addition to a main job and a
number of other sidelines.
Two faculty changes on the
13-person main committee for
1972-73 w i l l find Marvel
Froemming,
mathematics
instructor, and Dr. Lee Grugel,
assistant professor of history,
replacing Dr. Davis Scott,,
director of speech pathology
and audiology, and Dorian
Olson, chairman of the
accounting department, both of
whom are on leave this school
year.

TEXTBOOKS
POPULAR TITLES
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
CLOTHING
RECORDS
GIFT ITEMS
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
CLASS RINGS
ART SUPPLIES

The complete
college store

MSC
Bookstore
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outdoor club
offers sport
A new, informal outdoor club,
the Rovers, will hold its
organizational
meeting
Monday, September 11, at 7:00
p.m. in the Southeast Ballroom.
A SUPB-sponsored canoe trip
down the Crow Wing River in
early July inspired the creation
of this club.
A sleeping bag was the only
requirement for the two-day
trip down the river; food,
transportation, canoes and
tents were all furnished. The
days were spent on the rivet;
and the nights were spent
playing volleyball, hiking,
swimming and singing around
the ol' campfire.

faculty promoted
Three MSC faculty members
have been promoted to full
professor status and 20 others
given advanced rank, according
to an announcement by MSC
President Dr. Roland Dille.
Thethreeare: Dr. Thomas W.
Collins, professor of Biology;
Dr. Mary Pryor, professor of
English, and Dr. William L.
Thomas, professor of Physical
Education.

Plans for another canoe trip
on the Crow Wing River will be
discussed at the Sept. 11
meeting. This next trip is
scheduled for September 22-24.
Cost will be $7.00 for everything,
except your sleepin bag.
Interested people may sign up
at the Union desk or at the
meeting.

Promoted from assistant
professor to associate professor
are: Dale Amundson, Art; Miss
Alice Bartels, Music; Allen
Carter, Mass Communications;
Dr. Howard Freeberg, director
of Secondary Eductaion; Dr.
John Gibbs, Humanities; Dr.
Lee Grugel, History; Roger
Hamilton, Mass Communica
tions Department chairman;

Tri College
bus schedule
Leave 8 a.m. CC, Commons Bldg.
8:20 a. m. SU, New Fieldhouse
8:25 a.m. SU, Memorial Union
8:45 a.m. CC, Commons Bldg.
8:50.a. m. MS, Bus Stop
8:55 a. m. MS, Student Union
9 a.m. CC, Commons Bldg.
9:20 a .m. SU, New Fieldhouse
9:45 a .m. CC, Commons Bldg.
9:50 a .m. MS, Bus Stop
9:55 a .m. MS, Student Union
10 a.m. CC, Commons Bldg.
10:20 a .m. SU, New Fieldhouse
10:25 a .m. SU, Memorial Union
10:45 a .m. CC, Commons Bldg.
10:50 a..m. MS, Bus Stop
10:55 a..m. MS, Student Union
11 a.m. CC, Commons Bldg.
11:20 a .m. SU, New Fieldhouse
11:25 .m. SU, New Fieldhouse
11:25 .m. SU, Memorial Union
11:45 .m. CC, Commons Bldg.
11:50 .m. MS, Bus Stop
11:55 .m. MS, Student Union
Leave
Noon CC, Commons Bldg.
12:20 p.m. SU, New Fieldhouse
12:25 p.m. SU, Memorial Unionr
12:45 p.m. CC, Commons Bldg.
12:50 p.m.. MS, Bus Stop
12:55 p.m.. MS, Student Union
1:00 p.m.. CC, Commons Bldg.
1:20 p.m.. SU, New Fieldhouse
1:25 p.m.. SU, Memorial Union
1:45 p.m.. CC, Commons Bldg.
1:50 p.m.. MS, Student Union
2:00 p.m.. CC, Commons Bldg.
2:20 p.m.. SU, New Fieldhouse
2:25 p.m.. SU, Memorial Union
2:45 p.m . CC, Commons Bldg.
2:50 p.m . MS, Bus Stop
2:55 p.m . MS, Student Union
3:00 p.m . CC, Commons Bldg.
3:20 p.m . SU, New Fieldhouse
3:25 p.m . SU, Memorial Union.
STOPS:
C Commons Bldg.: 9th Avenue
rid Soutn and 6th Street
\SC Bus Stop: 7th Avenue
outh and 11th Street
i\SC Student Union: 6th Avenue
outh and 14th Street
IDSU New Fieldhouse: 17th
wenue North and University
)rive.
;C — Concordia College
iU — North Dakota State
Jniversity
AS — Moorhead State

Louis Hieb, Sociology, Anthro
pology and Minority Group
Studies; Emil Kochis, Physics;
Miss Mary Montgomery,
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation; Phillip Mousseau,
Art; Dr. Nancy Parlin,
Sociology and Anthropology,
and Dr. Nelson Whyatt, History.
All are of Moorhead except Dr.
Freeberg, who lives in West
Fargo, and Amundson, who
lives in Fargo.
Promoted from instructor to
assistant professor are: Mrs.
Betty Bergford, Education;
Gerald Hart, Physics; Richard
Kuenzer, Computer Science;
Charles Martin, preEngineering; Hugh Mosley,
Political Science; Arthur Nix,
Music, and Arne Teigland,
Speech Pathology and
Audiology. All are of Moorhead
except Kuenzer, who lives in
Fargo.

exhibit scheduled
Exhibitions at the Red River
Art Center for the 1972-73 season
will begin today with a showing
of the Members Preview of
Artists of the American West.
The show comes from the C. M.
Russell Gallery in Great Falls,
Montana, and will continue
through Oct. 1.

The showing is of artists who
recorded the people, events and
country during the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. Some had
academic art training in
Europe, Canada, and the East.
Others worked as magazine and
newspaper illustrators; all
were travelers.

CLIFF

HALMRAST

1st District
Clay County Commissioner
Candidate For

YOUR VOTE
WILL BE APPRECIATED.
T U E S D A Y , S E P T . 12
1. 14 years in Education
A. Economics — Government — Social Problems
B. Athletic Coach
2. 11 years a member of Moorhead Area School Board
3. Charter Member of Moorhead Junior Chamber of Commerce
4. 8 years a member of Moorhead Area Chamber of Commerce
Legislative Action Committee.
5. Church Council
6. Moorhead Athletic Association Member
7- 26 years in Business.
8Awarded Minnesota "Governor's Trophy" by Governor's
Commission on Employment of the Handicapped for 1969.
Prepared and paid for by Cliff Halmrast on hisown behalf.

TURN ON THE
HI-FI.

ITS NOT WORK
ING. LET'S TURN
OFF THE LIGHTS.

IT'S GOT FBT'S IN THE
FM FRONT END FOR
TOP SENSITIVITY ANO
SELECTIVITY. K

FOR A $179.95
RECEIVER WITH 50
WATTS, rrfe GOT LOTS
OF FEATURES.

ISNT THAT THE NEW
GREAT SOUNDING
PIONEER SX-42A
RECEIVER?

YEAH.

SO HAVE I.
LET'S TURN
OFF THE
LIGHTS.

IT HAS AN EXTRA WIDE
TUNING DIAL WITH AN
OVERSI1E TUNING METER.

SO HAVE YOU.
LET& TURN
OFF THE
LIGHTS.

SO HAVE YOU.
LET'S TURN
OFF THE
LIGHTS.

ALL YOU EVER WANT
IS SEX .GIVE ME A
REASON YOU CANT
TURN ON THE HI-FI.

I PULLED
OUT THE
PLUG!

flD PIONEER'NEW SX-424 50 WATT AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
The SX-424 is the perfect control unit for your hi-fi set
i _i_
. ^ 114. .
n\/otorn
up. We can build a complete, quality stereo system
around it for about $250. '
Come in and hear the fabu
lous sound of this all-in-one
stereo receiver today.

$17995

jtereotand

Concept 208 - Brookdale Shopping Center - Grand Forks

System Priced with Speakers and
AND Record Changers as low as
irx

$OAQ QC
L___
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MSC, Concordia ready

Golden anniversaries usually
call for celebrating and a bit of
nostalgia. But the 50th meeting
in the Dragon-Dobber series on
Saturday will be celebrated by
only one camp.

Moorhead State supporters
would just as soon forget about
the nostalgia part of the
anniversary as Concordia holds
a 31-7-11 margin in the series.
Termed the Courtesy Bowl,
Saturday afternoon's 1:30
meeting could be more aptly
labeled the Pride Bowl.

Moorhead State College
Dragons Lineup

Offense:
End: Lee Eklund
End: Mark Johnson
Tackle: Steve Vaneps
Tackle: Steve Johnson
Guard: Dan Kostich
Guard: Roger Weller
Head coach Ross Fortier and Center: Gerry Turnberg
his third edition of Dragon Halfback: Rick Manke
football will be pointing to the Halfback: George Spanish
first victory in the classic Fullback: Dave Holmberg
rivalry since 1957.
Quarterback: Dan Woodbury
Both Fortier and Cobber
c o m m a n d e r
J i m
Christopherson have deep
respect for their opponents.
"We will have to play a near
perfect game to beat the
D r a g o n s , ' '
s t a t e d
Christopherson. "They have
more experience then we do but
we're real anxious for a game
after all these weeks of
practice."

Defense:
End: Bo b Kunzman
End: Dave Lamb
Tackle: Randy Deckert
Tackle: Bob Entzion
Linebacker: Mike Reem
Linebacker: Robin Abraham
Linebacker: Mike Long
Cornerback: Craig Haukedahl
'"ornerback: Steve Hoium
Safety: Roger Griffin
Safety: Mark Bublitz

Concordia College
Cobbers Lineup
Offense:
End: Clark Christianson
End: Laurie Anderson
Tackle: Greg Willis
Tackle: Tom Busch
Guard: Jeff Boe
Guard: Bill Griffiths
Center: Brian Burtch
Halfback: Dave Ness
Halfback: Paul Nelson
Fullback: Randy Guse
Quarterback: Dan
Fahrman
Defense:
End: Jim Haugo
End: Grant Christopher
Tackle: Mike Kutter
Tackle: Fred Hashley
Middle Guard: Dave Uhlir
Linebacker: Wayne Wille
Linebacker: Mike McLeod
Cornerback: Greg Senske
Cornerback: Dave Wall
Safety: John Whitzel
Safety: Dave Ludtka

Fortier was also cautious in
his remarks. "The Cobbers
always put together a solid
football team. Our reports
indicate that their present
squad will be one of their finest.
They have qualified,
exoerienced people at the
s k i l l e d positions —
quarterback, receivers, tackles
and runningbacks. These are
the people that will win for
you."
"We'll have fo play well
defensively," Fortier added,
"and hope we can sneak in a
touchdown or two ourselves.
We'll certainly have to limit our
mistakes if we're to win."
Chief worry for the Dragons
will be stopping the passing of
Dan Fahrman to Laurie
Anderson a n d C l a r k
Christianson.
The Dragons return a veteran
lineup from their NIC
conference title of last year.
Well-remembered by the
returnees is the only loss
suffered last year, a 28-7
thrashing by Concordia.

RUNNERS
WANTED
Wanted: Cross country
runners capable of six miles.
Inquire with Ken Bladow at
athletic department. No reward
offered.
No recruiting and no aid to
participants have been strict
detours to a successful program
at Moorhead State.
It's very probable that the
Dragons can improve on last
year's performance, which
included a last place finish in
the conference.
"We have only one runner on
our squad receiving aid, and
that's for track," remarked
coach Bladow. "The only
recruiting that's done are the
long distance runners Ron
Masanz has on his track squad,
wh ich a re encouraged to
compete. We simply have little
money to work with."
He added, "Over at NDSU
Roger Grooters has built up
fantastic track and cross
country programs, but he has
the finances. I think if helps
greatly to have the same person
coach both sports."
Despite the fact that many
students don't realize a cross
country team exists at MSC, the
harriers run ever Saturday in
various invitationals in the
three-state area. This year the
conference meet will be held at
Edgewood Golf Course with
MSC the host school.
Bob Berscheid (so-Grey
Eagle) headlines the returning
cast with his 14th place finish in
last year's conference meet.
Other expected to make a
reappearance are Pete Lapka
(jr.-Winnipeg), Gary Webber
(sr.-Richfield), Harvey Rude
(sr.-Dalton),$nd Tom Schiltgen
(so.- St. Paul).

At the completion of the workout, head coach Ross Fortier huddles his players together for comments and criticism.

American State ^ank
AMERICAN
STATE

BANK

Striving to meet student needs
+ Free minimum balance checking
+ Drive in teller windows
+ Friendly fast service
Empress

TEMPERATURE

DRIVE IN BANKING
CUSTOMER PARKING

Downtown Moorhead

Returning Student
SPECIAL

tvLarge 20* Coke "FREE"
With purchase of Brazier
Burger or Cheese Burger

Member FDIC

Dairy
Queen

Just like your dream.
Timeless.
Reading the infinity
of a thousand stars.
Reflecting a heritage of love
as old as time.
As young as the dawn.
Fleurette by Orange Blossom.

Exclusive Orange Blossom •
Dealer in Fargo-Moorhead

brazier,

BROOKDALE SHOPPING CENTFP

Fargo, North Dakota

Fortier runs summer camp
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By Ryan Bakken

Head coach Fortier and his
counselors have shown their
football candidates the life of a
monk in early preparation for
defense of their NIC title.

formation does the right guard
pull or cross block?" In another
session in the classroom,
defensive line tutor Al Holmes
As one sophomore lineman questions the ends on their job
put it when asked what he does in the 5-3 defense.
with his free time, "What free
After two weeks of two-a-day
time? I practice, eat and sleep
in that order three times a practices, the varsity settled
down to one session Monday.
day."
Since the varsity began drills
"Yeah, but it's fun," his Aug. 21, there have been 13
roommate caustically droned. c a s u a l t i e s , t h a t v o l u n t a r i l y
"So's studying," was the reply. flunked their monk training.

Activities at the summer
camp begin at 7:30 a.m. with
breakfast, followed by two-anda-half hours of fun and games
on the practice field. A noon
meal, a quick nap and its twoand-a-half more hours of
amusements.

Studying is also part of the
Dragon gridders schedule with
the counselors holding night
classes every evening for two
hours. Counselor Ron Masanz
grills his offensive linemen with
such questions as "On the 36
sweep from the spread

While most students are
spending their last three weeks
of summer resting for the start
of school, 83 Moorhead State
College students have been
"vacationing" under recreation
supervisor Ross Fortier.

Games include renditions of
blocking sleds, grass drills and
dilmmy drills.

All players were housed in
Snarr Hall with assistant
coaches Wayne Price and Gerry
Suikonen as house mothers.
The only ticket out of the
dormitory accomodations was a
wedding band.

Dan Woodbury and Mike Dorsey discuss strategy
handles

as

Tim

Rubis

the quarterbacking chores during the scrimmage.

Dave Holmberg tries to use the block of Dan Kostich to break open a run but finds
instead the pursuit of the defense.

n WLf
The Dragon footballers will
be psorting new red uniforms
this year, according to Sports
Information Director Larry
Scott. They are also in the
process of dyeing their football
shoes red.
Scott will publish a 29 page
pamphlet-type program for
each home game featuring
stories on the athletic
department and the college,
which may also be distributed
to downtown hotels and
businesses.
John Morley, former
Moorhead State wrestler and
small college champion lost in
the finals of the tryouts for the
Olympic games. His opponent
was injured in the match and,
under the rules, was declared
the winner.
Duane Bobick, United States
Olympic boxing gold medal
hopeful in the heavyweight
division spent four achieving
that goal but lasted only two
days while trying out for MSC
football in 1967. Assistant coach
Ron Masanz remembers Bobick
as "a hard worker but rawboned, crude and awkward. He
sure has filled out since then. On
national television, Bobick
mentioned Moorhead State and
expressed the idea of going
back to football if he fails at
professional boxing.
Dan Purcell, coordinator of
intramurals, has announced
Sept. 14 as the deadline for
registration for mens and coed
flash football.
Football, golf, bowling and
table tennis activities will begin
Monday, Sept. 18.

Mark Johnson

George Spanish

Rick Manke

Gerry Turnberg

Open your checking account
with us and receive a
note book and check book
cover personalized with
MSC's colors.
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draft still hangs
over heads of many
Whether the war is winding
up or down, or only sideways,
the draft is still with us. It is
probably more a political ploy
than a straight forward
necessity of military manpower
procurement. Nevertheless this
fall hangs over a significant
portion of draft age young men,
including this fall's freshman
class.
In 1972except registrantswho
entered the service, joined
Reserve units, were surving
sons, were put in Class 4-F or
certain aliens; all new
registrants were classified 1-H
and kept there until after the
lottery drawing for their age
group, which took place
January, 1972.
The National Director set a
processing ceiling of 200. Those
registants with RSN's (lottery
numbers) below the 1-H
processing ceiling had their
files activiated and they were
considered for reclassification
into 1-A, or into other
approrpiate classifications:
Those registrants with lottery
numbers above the 1-H cutoff
remained in class 1-H during a
period of prime exposure to the
draft. Men, who turn 19 in 1973,
will go through this same
process.
Selective Service will call
men through RSN 75 in
September. Ninety-five has
been announced by Selective
Service as the cut-off number of
1972. Students who have
numbers through 95 may want
to consider other possible
classificatins available to them.
1-A — conscientious objector
opposed to combatant duty,
available for noncambant
military duty.
1-0 — Conscientious objector
opposed to all military duty,
available for civilian alternate
service.
2-S — The college student
deferment is not available to
freshman students. It does
continue to be available to fulltime students who started
school befor the summer of
1971.
2-D — Deferred for study
preparing for the ministry.
3-A —

Hardship deferment

4-F — Medically, mentally, or
morally disqualified for serive,
except in cases where furhter
examinatin is recommended by
the Army.
4-G — Exemption for (a) the
only surviving son of a family if
father, brother or sister died as
a rsult of being in the armed
forces, (b) A man whose father,
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lockers available

sister or brother died after
December 31,1959, as a result of
being in the armed forces, or is
currently a prisoner of war or
missing in action regardless of
any living brothers.

Ninety-four rental lockers are
now available in the Student
Union. These lockers are
located on the lower level of the
Union between the Recreation
Center and the main lounge.

Men who will reach their 19th
birthday between Jan. 1 and
Dec. 31, 1973, will receive their
lottery number in January. If
you happen to be one of these
men, you should be preparing
your case for a 1-A-0, 1-0, 2-H, 3A, and 4-F classification even
though you may receive a
lottery number above the
procsssing ceiling number. This
action should be taken if you
want a different classification
than 1-A.

A rental fee of $2.50 per
quarter will be charged. This
comes out under three cents per
day. Renters are asked to place
a deposit of $1.50 which will be
returned upon receipt of the
key.

Students who need advice
about the draft can contact
UnitedCampus Minister
Richard Kretzschmar (2330606) or the MSC counseling
service (236-2227).

,c£

:

"GREETINGS!"
To You Freshmen and Transfer Students

"Welcome Back!"
TO THE REST OF YOU!

root.?
Oeutemj

Anyone intersted in the
renting one of the lockers should
contact either Dorothie Nordick
or Bruce Chambers in the main
office of the Union. (236-2261)
Students who left articles in
the lockers last spring quarter
may claim them at the main
desk.

HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA

Featuring
Keepsake

Beautiful Watches

Registered Diamond
Rings

Many Styles,
Most any Brand

"Come In And Get Acquainted!"

HOLDAY MALL 233-3190

the

GREATEST namES
plciq on OUR TEEfll
. . .and they would be pleased to play for you.
Prepare yourself for the pending academic stress. Music makes everything easier and
shopping for the best music players available anywhere is easiest at Team.
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TEAM.
ELECTRONICS

115 South 8th Street And Now In West Acres Shopping Center
233-7516
282-4562

open every night

